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Emily Carr in England
Kathryn Bridge
Kathryn is an historian and author whose research
has been inspired by records held in the BC Archives
collections. She has written several books on
different historical personalities. She created
exhibitions for the Provincial Archives’ Emily Carr
Gallery and more recently curated two major
exhibitions on Carr at the RBCM. She has enabled
two books of previously unpublished Carr writings to
see the light of day. She talks today about the
research behind her most recent publication and the
important new information that is now available
about this time period in Carr’s life.
The talk will be illustrated with Carr’s cartoon
sketches and reveal research involved in ferreting
out the real names of many people that Carr wrote
about using only pseudonyms. There emerge several
BC personalities previously unconnected to her and
greater understanding of neighbourhood relations
and of long term friendships
26 February, 2015
Capital Iron, The Building and the Company
Ron Greene
Ron Greene is a past President of the VHS and the
BCHF. He started working at Capital Iron when he
was 13 years old, and operated it for 25 years. The
main building, dating from 1863, is one of the
oldest surviving commercial buildings in the city.

L

26 March, 2015
Oak Bay Chronicles
Peter Grant
Oak Bay Chronicles. Peter Grant will give an
illustrated talk about his blog Oak Bay Chronicles,
summarize its objectives and methods of research
and recount stories he has unearthed about
historical Oak Bay residents. Peter Grant is the
author of seven books and numerous articles about
Vancouver Island history, geography, society and
culture. Most recently he curated and wrote text for
Vancouver Island: Imagine, an album of photography
published by McIntyre-Purcell Publishing. He is the
proprietor of the Oak Bay Chronicles weblog.
23 April, 2015
Victoria’s Soldier-Poets in the Great War
Robert Taylor
A Victoria native, Rob Taylor has degrees from UBC
and Stanford. For thirty-four years, he taught history
at Brock University, where he is now Professor
Emeritus. In 2003, he returned to his home town
with his wife Anne and is a docent at the Art Gallery
of Greater Victoria. He is the author of The Spencer
Mansion. A House, a Home, and an Art Gallery and the
forthcoming Imperial Eden. Victoria BC in Verse c.
1858-1920.
His recent book, The Ones Who Have to Pay, uses the
poetry of Victoria’s volunteers for the Great War of
1914-18 in order to discover their motives, ideals
and reaction to military service in the trenches.
Their poems, often humorous and sometimes
tragic, reveal much about the city and its people a

century ago. His illustrated presentation will include
readings of these poems.
28, May 2015 May being the AGM, the business
meeting starts at 7:00 p.m.
Victoria and the Sinking of RMS Lusitania
Diana Pedersen
Fourteen Victoria residents sailed on the final
transatlantic crossing of this iconic Cunard liner
torpedoed by a German submarine on May 7, 1915;
seven of them died. The city was rocked by two days
of anti-German riots, ending half a century of
Anglo-German harmony.
Diana Pedersen taught Canadian social history at
Concordia University and has a long-standing
interest in the First World War on the home front.
She is now an independent historian and freelance
editor in Victoria.
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FORTHCOMING FIELD TRIP
Below is a synopsis of the forthcoming bus tour for
which a few places remain. For your convenience a
copy of the detailed itinerary and registration
information is included with the newsletter as a
separate attachment.
Cumberland, Courtenay and Union Bay
Historical Bus Tour
June 16 & 17, 2015
This two day trip consists of catching the bus at 8:00
am at the Saanich Municipal Hall and driving up to
Cumberland Museum and Chinese Village. We will
stop along the way at the Morden Coal Mine for a
30 minute walk around the last remaining coal shaft
on Vancouver Island. Group lunch will be in the
Qualicum Beach Inn, then a short drive to
Cumberland, followed by a walking tour of Union,
Chinese and Japanese Towns. Afterward we will visit
the Cumberland Museum and then take a short
drive to the Kingfisher Resort by the sea for our
accommodation and group dinner. The evening is
free.
On day two, breakfast will be available individually
and we will be ready to go on the bus by 9:00 am
and drive the six miles to visit the Courtenay
Museum. We will then drive down 12 miles to Union
Bay where we will have a guided tour of Coal Hill
and what is left of the huge coal docks and workings.

This is an extremely level and pleasant walk- if it is a
nice day. Afterward our guide will take us through
the museum jail, post office and the old church. We
will leave Union Bay about 1:00 pm and return to
Victoria stopping along the way for some lunch and
should arrive back to the Saanich Hall about 4:30
pm.
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MUSIC AND WWI ~ Then & Now
Last fall saw the production of several musical events
in Victoria to commemorate the beginning of WWI.
An outstanding event was the “Lest We Forget”
Concert held on Saturday evening, October 25,
2014. The event was sold-out with over 800 people
gathering at the historic Bay Street Armoury,
completed during the First World War, to hear
appropriate classical music superbly executed by the
Victoria Symphony. Of note was the premiere of the
“The Piper” by local composer Tobin Stokes to
honour the memory of BC Piper James Cleland
Richardson who was 20 years old when he perished
during the Somme offensive in October 1916.
Although he was never found, his pipes were
recovered and are on display at the BC Museum.
The acoustics in the Armoury were superb and the
piece was effectively staged by positioning piper
Nathan Roberts and the men of the Victoria Choral
Society on the balcony. The evening concluded with
Vaughan Williams’ evocative “The Lark Ascending”;
soloist Terence Tam really made his violin soar. The
Video montage “Leaving Home”, created by BC
Archives staff, was shown on a large screen above the
orchestra and added much to the overall effect.
During the War itself there were numerous concerts
held in Victoria to raise money for various patriotic
causes. Here’s how the Daily Colonist reviewed the
efforts of locals to support the work of the Victoria
Patriotic Aid Society with a “Grand Patriotic
Concert” at the Royal Victoria Theatre on October 7,
1914:
MILITARY AID IN PATRIOTIC CONCERT
Entertainment Arranged by Ladies’ Musical Society
attracts Full House and Arouses Enthusiasm
The first Patriotic concert given last night in
the Victoria Theatre by the Ladies Musical
Society was a brilliant success, artistically

and financially, every item on a well-chosen
programme being thoroughly enjoyed and
enthusiastically received by a capacity house
representative of every section of Victoria’s
populace.
As the large audience was crowding into the
theatre it was regaled with a number of
patriotic airs. Late arrivals who had put off
buying seats heard a selection of national
airs by the bands of the Highlanders and
Fusilliers who were drawn up outside the
theatre, The sight, from the auditorium,
was well calculated to stir patriotism, the
theatre being lavishly decorated with the
national flags of Great Britain and her allies,
and presenting a gala appearance.
After the opening of the concert by the
playing of ‘God Save the King’ by the
orchestra, under the leadership of Mr. L.
Turner, Mr. J.J. Shallcross, in a neat little
speech, gave a few details concerning the
money already collected, and mentioned
that there were already 285 families of
soldiers gone to the front who are being
helped out of the money subscribed for the
purpose. He stated that the concert was the
first of a number of performances which
would be put on by Victoria amateurs
through the coming Winter in aid of the
Patriotic Fund, and paid a well-deserved
tribute to the Victoria Naval Volunteers, who
had been the first to give their services here
under actual war conditions, when the
Rainbow left the port cleared for action and
was instrumental in helping the Algerine and
the Shearwater to reach Esquimalt in safety.
After tendering a graceful compliment to
Japan and also to the Japanese residents
who were helping with the evening’s
programme, he made a final appeal to all
present to do everything possible to lighten
the burden of the families of all the gallant
soldiers who are fighting for the Empire’s
life.
Tableau of Belgium
The curtain first rose on Miss Phyllis Davis as
Belgium, standing before a line of men from
the B.C. Horse, while the orchestra
rendered the Belgian national anthem.

Miss Lucy Little was shown as France, with
the Naval Volunteers in the background,
standing to attention while the stirring
strains of the Marseillaise were played.
Mrs. Roy Troup then delighted the audience
with a finished rendering of the delightful
song ‘L’Ete’, by Chaminade, for whch she
received a well-earned encore. Mr. L.
Turner’s violin solo which followed, being
played from his seat in the orchestra,
suffered rather from the sounds of
conversation in the audience, who did not in
consequence realize at first that they were
robbing themselves of a treat by not
listening to his beautifully played selections
which, however, were greeted at the finish
with generous applause.
Miss Paula Irving was the next figure shown,
dressed as Russia, the orchestra playing the
national hymn of that country.
The duet for two pianos, played by Mrs.
Hermann Robertson and Mrs. Conyers
Bridgewater, who gave the Marche Russe,
from Casse-Noisette and the Valse des
Fleurs suite by Tschaikowsky, was a musical
treat, and the encore was insistent. The last
items in the first part of the programme
were “Songs My Mother Taught Me,”, by
Dvorak, and “Nymphes et Sylvains,” by
Bemberg, charmingly rendered by Miss Eva
Hart, who was in fine voice, and gave as an
encore, “What’s in the Air Today,” by Robt.
Eden, accompaniments being
sympathetically played by Mrs. Gibson.
Through all the musical items the men of
the various naval and military units of
Victoria stood to attention on the stage, and
a fine sailorly and soldierly lot they looked;
they stood erect through the long selections,
encores and all, and were steady in this
position. Many of the audience would have
felt more pleased if they had been allowed to
stand at ease part of the time at any rate.
Japan’s Contributions
After a brief interval the curtain rose with
the spotlight centred on Mr. Yamashita,
dressed to represent Japan, in a suit of real

old lacquered Japanese armour, leased for
the occasion by Mrs. Genge, while other
Japanese residents of the city sang the
national anthem of Japan, after which an
interesting and energetic demonstration of
fencing in the Japanese style was given by
Messrs. Fugimori and Kyooka, a display
which was followed with great interest and
heartily cheered.
The Belgian, French, Russian and Japanese
sections being disposed of, that of Great
Britain herself remained, and it was done
full justice to in song, dance and recitation.
Miss Eva Hart made her second appearance
to sing “The Minstrel Boy,” once more
winning an encore, after which Mrs. Gideon
Hicks recited, with dramatic feeling,
“Bravo,” by F.E. Weatherley, punctuated
throughout with spontaneous outbursts of
applause.
Mr. Robert Morrison appealed to the hearts
of the Scottish element of the audience by
his songs of the land of the heather, which
were encored, and, following him, Sergt.Major Stewart showed his agility in the
Highland fling, and in a reel on his recall,
with pipe accompaniment by Pipe-Major
Donald Cameron.
By this time the audience, far from getting
tired, was getting warmed up more and
more to a pitch of patriotic enthusiasm.
Mrs. R.H. Pooley had to respond to repeated
encores after singing the “Land of Hope and
Glory,” which she followed with the good old
popular favorite “Soldiers of the King,” but
the hit of the evening was to come when Mr.
Davies sang the song of the Tommies in
trenches, “It’s a Long, Long Way to
Tipperary.” It was inevitable that this
simple little music-hall ditty, known
throughout the English-speaking world as
the British soldier’s song of the war, should
touch the hearts of all present, as they
thought of it being sung by the gallant
troops on the march and even under fire.
The vocal part of the evening was brought to
a close by “A Song of Canada,” excellently
sung by Mr. R.J. Macaulay of the 5th

Regiment, and a most successful and
enjoyable entertainment ended with a
beautifully arranged tableau, representing
the forces of Britannia, her Dominions and
her Allies, artistically staged and charmingly
acted by local ladies and gentlemen.
Transcription from Daily Colonist, Oct. 9, 1914, p. 7
Sylvia Van Kirk
WW

SOME HBC PIONEERS REST HERE
Located 12 kilometers south of Portland Oregon, the
community of Oregon City was founded in 1829 by
the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) as the location of
a lumber mill and farming centre at falls on the
Willamette River. After a visit by George Simpson
and Doctor John McLoughlin in 1828 land claims
were established by McLoughlin both for HBC and,
later, on his own behalf. The Willamette community
was visited again by newly knighted Sir George
Simpson during his round the world voyage in 1841.
His diary notes that there were “about 120 farms,
3,000 cattle, 2,500 horses and (lots of) pigs.” “This
settlement was formed about 10 years ago under
(HBC) auspices as a retreat for retiring servants.
Mostly Canadians, there are 60 with their half-breed
wives plus 65 new settlers from the United States,
most with wives and children. The whole population
is 500, plus 1,000 natives domesticated as
agricultural servants.”
In the HBC period, approximately 1829 to 1848,
McLoughlin, Chief Factor at Fort Vancouver,
accumulated extensive land holdings and farming
interests. At times, the line between HBC interests
and his own was somewhat blurred. It is known that
one of the purposes of James Douglas’s voyage to
California in 1840-1841 was to purchase cattle and
sheep for HBC farms. These animals, no doubt
“liberated” from the secularised missions, were
purchased from the Mexican authorities and driven
overland towards Fort Vancouver. McLoughlin
became an American citizen in 1851. Although he
had been generous in his support of starving
immigrants arriving over the Oregon Trail (using his
own as well as HBC resources), he was unable to
establish title to much of his property under United
States law after the Oregon Territory was established
in1848.

The McLoughlin house in Oregon City is under the
care of the National Park System as a unit of the Fort
Vancouver National Historic Site. It was saved from
demolition and moved from the lower town site to
its present location in 1909. The graves of Doctor
McLoughlin (died 1857) and wife Marguerite (died
1860) are adjacent to the house.
Next door to the McLoughlin house is the Forbes
Barclay residence. This building was moved from its
original location at the falls in 1937. It is also
administered by the National Park System. Doctor
Barclay, who died in 1873, was the surgeon at Fort
Vancouver from 1841 to 1850 when he retired,
became a U.S. citizen and relocated to Oregon City.
He served as mayor from 1864 until his death. He is
buried along with his wife in the Mountain View
Cemetery. Both houses are open as museums and
are well worth a visit. Another historic house of
interest here is the one built for Francis Ermatinger.
He was briefly manager of the HBC store here 184445. He married John McLoughlin’s grand-daughter
Catherine (or Catharine) Sinclair, daughter of Chief
Factor William Sinclair in 1842, but did not remain
in the district, living out his final years in St
Thomas, Ontario.

other HBC retirees are also buried here.
Missionary priest Francois Norbert Blanchet, an
associate of Modeste Demers, arrived in the area in
1838 at the request of French Prairie settlers. He
served to the end of the HBC period and later was
appointed bishop of Oregon City. He died in 1883
at the age of 87 and is also buried at St. Paul. The
1846 brick church, dedicated by Francois Blanchet
and which replaced the 1836 wooden structure, is
located in the centre of the village, close to the old
cemetery.
Cliff Chandler.

Also in the Mountain View Cemetery is the grave of
Peter Skene Ogden (died 1854). A true “mountain
man”, Ogden trapped thousands of miles in the west
before ending his controversial career at Fort
Vancouver. He is remembered today in various place
names and as the man who rescued the survivors of
the Whitman Massacre near Walla Walla Washington
in 1847.
Other HBC pioneers buried in the picturesque
French Prairie area of the Willamette Valley (about
35 kilometers north of Salem) include Donald
Manson (died 1880) at Champoeg Cemetery and
Michel Laframboise (died 1861) in the Old St. Paul
Roman Catholic Cemetery in St. Paul. Laframboise
had a long career in the fur trade, having been
employed by the Pacific Fur Company, the North
West Company and HBC where, for a while, he
trapped in California with John Work’s party. He
arrived on the Pacific Coast in the Tonquin in 1811
and was one of the founders of Fort Astoria.
Trappers Etienne Lucier and Louis La Bonte,
steersman and Peter Ogden associate Andre
Chalifoux, and interpreter Andre Picard among

1846 Church, St. Paul, Oregon.
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PRINCESS ROYAL
Saturday September 1, 1906 was selected for the
launch of the new steamer for the C.P.R.’s B.C. Coast
Service. The wooden hulled screw steamer was
designed for the northern route and built in
Esquimalt by the B.C. Marine Railway Company.
The launch took place in the afternoon in the
presence of a large number of spectators.
Named in the Daily Colonist as being among the
crowd were Capt. Troup, E.J. Coyle, F.W. Vincent,

Richard Griggs, D.R. Ker and S.J. Pitts. On the
launch platform were Mr. W.F. Bullen, Mrs. Bullen
and daughter, George Bushby, Colonel Holmes and
Mrs. Holmes, and Mrs. Marpole, the wife of the
general superintendent of the C.P.R. Mrs. Marpole
was the person selected to launch the vessel.

The machinery and boilers were on a scow nearby
and were not in the ship yet. At high water the yard
superintendent, Mr. Smith, had a crew knocking out
props and wedges to set the ship in motion down the
ways. At a signal Mrs. Marpole swung the bottle of
wine against the stem of the ship, but it struck only a
glancing blow and did not break.
The vessel was 227 feet between the perpendiculars.
She had a beam of 40 feet and a moulded depth of
17 feet. She had three Scotch boilers [did they really
burn Scotch?] and two triple expansion engines
capable of running the ship at 15 knots. She was
smaller than the Princess Victoria but the
accommodation was reported as being on a par with
the larger vessel, which was the pride of the C.P.R.
fleet. The Princess Royal may have been the last
wooden-hulled ship built by the company.

The Princess Royal has a special connection for my
family. Harold Elworthy of Island Tug & Barge had
purchased it when it was deemed surplus to the
C.P.R.’s requirements. He wanted it for parts and
pieces that he could salvage and use on his tugs.
When my father returned to the island in 1934 and
established Capital Iron & Metals Ltd. he
collaborated with Harold Elworthy in scrapping the
ship after Harold had taken off everything that he
could use. Other usable material was removed, then
the ship was then taken out to, I believe it was to
Becher Bay, where the hull was set alight. The
remains consisting largely of metal were then picked
up at a subsequent low tide. This is not something
that could be done today in an age of greater
environmental awareness, but in 1934 it could be
and was done. Twenty eight years was a respectable
age for a wooden hulled steamer. This was the first
ship that my father had a hand in scrapping.
Ronald Greene
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A LETTER FROM VICTORIA, 150 YEARS AGO
Society member Diana Pedersen found this
fascinating account of Victoria published in the
Glasgow Daily Herald in June 1864 and has
transcribed it for our benefit. It was written by
recent arrival David Marshall Lang, who had come
out via the Panama route, as had so many. He
arrived with his wife and family on the Pacific on 22
January 1864 and soon after took up his position as
Manager of the Bank of British Columbia. Lang was
to take a lead role in organizing a new militia
company in Victoria and he is writing back to
comrades in his old regiment in Glasgow, the 96th
Lanarkshire Rifle Volunteers (L.R.V.), giving his
impressions of his trip out and his new home. His
derogatory comments on the indigenous people he

encountered are unfortunately all too common from
incoming colonials, but he does provide some
unusual detail about the muddy streets, Victorians'
attire, and the good prospects for working people.
He became Captain Commandant of the Victoria
Volunteer Rifle Corps and was also elected President
of the Mechanics Institute in the fall of 1864. His
stay in the city, however, was short-lived. A policy
dispute with headquarters in London led to his
resignation from the bank in the fall of 1866, much
to the dismay of his many friends who gave him a
magnificent testimonial dinner on Sept. 28, 1866.
Lang received addresses from the Rifle Corps
attesting to his manly leadership, the Mechanics
Institute and the Mayor who, speaking on behalf of
the citizens, emphasized what a loss he would be to
the city. On Oct. 4, 1866, Lang sailed for San
Francisco on the Active to return to Britain.

A SKETCH OF VICTORIA, VANCOUVER’S
ISLAND.
We have been favoured with the following
extracts from a letter addressed by Mr. Lang
to his old comrades of the 96th L.R.V., of
which company he was Captain. Mr. Lang
was at one time editor of the Glasgow Courier,
and now fills a responsible situation in the
Bank of British Columbia, Victoria, V.I.:––

Bank of British Columbia,
Victoria, V.I.,
17th March, 1864.
After leaving the shores of Old England, our
steamer was compelled to cast anchor in
Cowes Roads, to escape the fury of a gale
which was then raging in the Channel—a
precaution which assuredly the passengers
highly approved of. We lay there nearly two
days, and then steamed out to meet our luck
on the ocean. For some days the sea was very
high, and sea-sickness was the order of the
day; but by and by we left the jumbling waves
of the Channel, and got into southern
latitudes. Then the change of climate came
to be felt all of a sudden, and from being clad
in plaids and flannel underclothing, people
peeled off the warm and donned the lightest
garments they could drag out of their
trunks. Then came tropical scenes as well as
weather; we passed among strangely
serrated and almost barren islands, the first
appearance of the West Indies; then
anchored in the Bay of St. Thomas, where we
made the acquaintance for the first time of
the West Indian races, so uncouth in their
appearance, though gaily clad, and so lazy
in their movements. Thence sailed, we soon
neared the magnificent seaboard of Central
America, with the gigantic backbone of
mountains, so grand in their dimensions,
and picturesque in their outline; then
crossed the Isthmus of Darien, by the most
original railway ever conceived, whose track
has been cut through the dense forest, and
along whose 40 miles stretch there reigns
solitude the most impressive, broken only
here and there by the sight of some wild
Indian wigwam, with its occupants dreaming
about the enclosure, the younger members
wholly naked, and the elder nearly so. In the
ancient and listless city of Panama we spent a
night, and then sailed away on board an
American steamer for San Francisco. The
change from the comfort and congenial
habits of the British to the discomforts and
alien habits of the American boats was
striking indeed. I was the only Britisher on
board, and had the pleasure of being told

that, as such, I was despised, nay, even hated.
I had no idea that the feeling against our
nation was so strong in the American bosom.
Some day it must be our lot, I fear, to be as
nations placed in the antagonism of warfare.
From the steamer being somewhat later
than usual, I found, on arrival at San
Francisco, that I must remain there a week,
no very pleasant prospect to an idle
Britisher. But, after all, the time passed well
enough, as we were glad of a rest on land,
after all the restlessness of sea life.
Three days’ sail from that most wonderfully
flourishing city brought us into the harbour
of Esquimalt, which is really the harbour of
Victoria, though distant from it about three
miles. A splendid harbour it is, one of the
finest in the world. All round the capacious
bay extend forests of pine trees, which clothe
the hills rising behind to the very summit.
The eye sees nothing save trees and hills
when it wanders ashore, for there is not
much cultivated land near the shore; but
there is something grand and fresh in even
this monotony, telling plainly, as it does, of a
new and undeveloped country. In the bay lay
two of the wooden walls of Old England; and
right glad was I, after so protracted a sojourn
among Americans, to see the precious piece
of bunting which displayed the Union Jack,
and the old familiar scarlet of the marines.
A rapid drive over a comparatively good
road brought us to the city of Victoria. If I
had expected to see a grand capital, with all
the elegancies of old world civilisation, I
should have been disappointed; as it was, I
was favourably impressed. Though the 22d
of January, the day was lovely; the sun shone
bright, and the air was quite
balmy—altogether, the day seemed like a
late spring day at home. The great majority
of the houses are of wood, of all different
styles and dimensions. The streets are well
laid off, broad and angular, abutting all on
the harbour. They are not causewayed, but
macadamised in a way; that is to say, the
principal ones are, for many of the less
important are still gloriously in possession
of their primitive simplicity, and quite free

from the entrance of vehicles. Along the
streets there run wooden pavements, and
across all the streets where a crossing is
needed broad planks are laid for the
convenience of passengers. People here in
winter all wear long boots; ladies do so too;
and are not particular as to whether these
are clean or not; so they boldly march into
muddy ways which would cause the hair of
the exquisites of Buchanan Street to stand
on end, and which are very much like the
swamp in which the gallant 96th was located
during the battle of Fereneze. But, of course,
in this climate, these discomforts soon
vanish, and fine hard ground is speedily
made out of what was somewhat too muddy
to be pleasant. At night people go about with
lanterns, as there are no street lamps, giving
a curious effect to the thoroughfares, as if
the whole passengers had entered the police
force. People are not particular as to
costume here; indeed there are many
curious rigs to be met with. Hats are quite
ignored; and any man who puts on a “stovepipe,” as they are contemptuously styled, is
regarded as slightly “touched.” My hat will,
at the rate of its present use, brave the breeze
for nigh a thousand years, for I have only
had it on once since I left London.
Numbers of Indians, male and female,
patrol the streets, and disgusting specimens
of useless humanity they, as a rule, are.
There are also many Chinamen, who do the
washing and ironing for the city. The
number of inhabitants may be set down at
about 5000, a goodly proportion of which is
Scotch. This is the place for a skilled
workman, especially if he has a little capital.
A domestic female servant gets from £4 to £6
sterling per month, and few to be had; a
good carpenter could easily make £200 to
£300 a year—indeed all skilled tradesmen
are in demand, and earn large pay. Of
course, all the varieties of trades are not
established here yet, but there is a steady
progress going on, and the demand for
mechanical labour is increasing. This is not
the place, however, for the poor, handless
emigrant, or the lazy adventurer to come to.

The end of these is always bitter
disappointment.
The climate is delicious. Just now, when you
will be shivering under the March winds, we
have bright, warm weather, which will
continue almost unbroken for seven or eight
months. I can conceive of nothing lovelier
on earth than the scenery at and around the
city at this season. Spring clothes the entire
ground with flowers; the forests around are
fresh and green; the sea extends on two
sides, calm and lovely; and across the Sound
rise the gigantic snow-capped hills of the
American territory, which give a cool aspect
even in summer. The cost of living here is
not more than at home, so long as you avoid
luxuries. The chief expenses of
housekeeping are house rents and servants’
wages. The mere victualling is, on the whole,
much as obtains with you.
I am happy to say that my expectations in a
business point of view have been realised.
The bank is a flourishing concern, and I am
very comfortable in my position. I have got
quite settled down, both in the office and in
my new house.
BCAR CALL NO. 8-02671

Camp of the Victoria Riﬂe Volunteers at Henley’s farm, 1866
Capt. D.M.Lang is 3rd from the left.

There is at present a movement to get up a
rifle corps here, in which I am lending a
hand; and you will probably hear of me
having enlisted soon as F.P. in the Victoria
Rifles, going through the “awkward squad”
evolutions. When up lately at New
We s t m i n s t e r, t h e c a p i t a l o f B r i t i s h
Columbia, about ninety miles from this, I

was present at the drill of a newly formed
company there, and had my heart grieved to
see a fine company wasted by an illinstructed sergeant. How my tongue itched
to give them the commands as we were wont
to have them “at home,” but, of course, I had
to keep quiet. I shall assuredly, however, get
my tongue out when the rifle corps here is
fairly set agoing, and let them see what we
used to do in the 96th in the old country.––
I remain, as ever, yours most faithfully,
D. MARSHALL LANG.
To the Non-Commissioned Officers and
Privates of the 96th L.R.V., Glasgow.
Glasgow Daily Herald, June 4, 1864, 7.
Retrieved from the British Newspaper
Archive,
http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/
WWW

